
ChovACUSTIC  PLUS FIELTEX

DESCRIPTION

INSTALLATION

CÓD. 56307 

AIRBORNE NOISE INSULATION        A14
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Multilayer composite made of two porous felt
(16 mm thickness) thermically bonded to a
high density viscoelastic membrane of 4 mm
thickness.

Excellent and versatile device to reduce the 
transmission of airborne noise in a wide ran-
ge of frequencies, due to:

-High density and elasticity of the viscoe-
lastic membrane.

-High absorption coefficient of porous felt.
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Cut a section of

considering the dimensions of the wall,
using a cutter. 
 
Lay the product on the wall. Make 

holes on the material with a drill and
8 mm drill bit, making 5 holes per 
square meter.
Introduce ChovAFIX 8 fixation pins 
with the aid of a hammer.
Repeat steps 1 to 3 taking into account 

                    the overlap of the product.
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The information herein contained corresponds to data obteined in our laboratories and to values supplied by external laboratories to comply with standards and certification. ChovA
preserves the right to modify or cancel any of the above mentioned parameters without prior notice. The guarantee of ChovA is only applying to the quality of the product. 
As to installation follow the manufacturer's instructions carefully. Local regulations shall be observed. The acoustic insulation values may change due to bad building procedures. 
This technical data sheet will be cancelled by any other review feasible to be issued in a future. In case of doubt, please, revert to the manufacturer.

THECNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RECOMMENDED FOR...

ChovACUSTIC  PLUS FIELTEX

THICKNESS (mm)                                                                                                    36

AVERAGE WEIGHT (kg/m2 )                                                                                    8,4

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (W/m·K)   0,032

FIRE REACTION F

ACOUSTIC INSULATION (R;dB)                                                                             55*

DIMENSIONS (m)    5,5 x 1

m / PALLET                                                                                                            49,5

STORAGE: Product must be stored indoors and upright.
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* Laboratory test LABEIN reference number  B0157 IN CT 34 II

- Thermal and sound insulation in mansonry walls between dwellings.

- High performance wall linings in pubs, hotels, cinemas, restaurants.
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